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A building loses approximately:
  25% of its heat through the roof
  35% of its heat through the walls
  10% of its heat through the floors
  20% of its heat through its windows
  15% of its heat from draughts from windows and doors

In order to prevent heat loss, there are specially manufactured forms of 
insulation. This guide will explain what kind is best for each area of the 
building.

We work with Knauf insulation to supply products incorporating their 
Ecose technology, which uses a bio-based binding ingredient meaning 
no harmful phenol or formaldehyde chemicals are used in the 
manufacturing process, less energy is used and the product doesn't 
irritate the skin so is more comfortable to handle; much better for you 
and the environment.

Insulation from Buildbase
Buildbase offers a range of high-performance insulations from key 
suppliers suitable for new build and refurbishment projects in both 
residential and commercial applications. We stock a range of insulation 
suitable for roofs, lofts, walls, floors in several thicknesses as well as fire 
protection applications.

MORE CHOICE, 
MORE SIZES AND 
GUARANTEED 
STOCK FOR WHEN 
YOU NEED IT!

✓✓



The required loft insulation in new builds using mineral wool alone 
is 270mm depth, but standards are expected to increase over time.

For insulating cold roof spaces (where the loft is not a habitable 
room) in pitched roofs at ceiling level, Earthwool Loft Roll is a non-
combustible mineral wool manufactured with Ecose technology, one 
of the benefits of which is to make the rolls much easier to handle. 
Earthwool offers excellent thermal performance, an A1 fire-rating 
and a choice of two lengths.

Earthwool Combi-Cut 44 is partially perforated for easy use at 400mm 
or 600mm centres to reduce time on the job.

PROJECT 
QUANTITIES 
IN STOCK

A1 Fire Rating

Thermal

Standard length stocked in:

THICKNESS SQUARE METER PRODUCT CODE

100mm 13.89m² 2800518

150mm 9.18m² 2800516

200mm 5.93m² 2800512

Use for: Loft spaces between and across ceiling rafters
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XTRATHERM FOILBOARD
If your building needs a warm roof 
space then insulating between rafters, 
against eaves walls and across the 
ceiling is critical to meeting the U-Value 
requirements for heat loss. Foil-faced PIR 
boards offer a good solution due to their 
ability to provide high thermal insulation 
with minimal thickness, leaving more 
habitable space. Their light-weight and 
rigidity means they are also easily fixed 
in place and any angles easy to cut.

Buildbase work with Xtratherm to supply 
Thin-R Pitched Roof XT/PR boards. 
On sloped roofs (ventilated, hybrid or 
warm) these provide the most efficient 
U-values with minimal intrusion into 
valuable living space. Using XT/PR will 
reduce heat loss and thermal bridging.

BIGGER RANGE 
TO SUIT EVERY 
REQUIREMENT 

Water Resistant

Thermal

Xtratherm XT/PR Boards stocked in:
THICKNESS PRODUCT 

CODE
THICKNESS PRODUCT 

CODE
THICKNESS PRODUCT 

CODE

25mm 2907300 70mm 2907312 100mm 2907320

40mm 2907306 75mm 2907314 120mm 2907321

50mm 2907308 80mm 2907316 125mm 2907322

60mm 2907310 90mm 2907318 150mm 2907325

Use for:  Above, between or over rafters and eaves in warm roofs
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IN STOCK FOR 
NEXT DAY 
DELIVERY

ROCKWOOL SOUND SLAB
Rockwool Sound Slab is an A1-fire rated slab ideal for internal-use, 
separating walls and floors to reduce noise. Easy to fit around cables, 
pipes, sockets and services, this makes it ideal for use in home 
offices, bedrooms and gaming rooms. Made from stone wool, the non-
combustible slabs can withstand temperatures up to 1777°c. The easy 
friction fitting leaves no gaps resulting in maximum performance which 
better absorbs sound waves and traps vibration.

KNAUF EARTHWOOL ACOUSTIC ROLL
Acoustic insulations reduces the transfer of noise between 
rooms by absorbing the sound, especially when used in 
conjunction with sound-deadening plasterboard.

Using mineral wool ensures a better fit between insulation 
and timberwork, reducing the potential for gaps caused by 
inaccurate cutting. 

Earthwool Acoustic Roll are pre-cut into 2 x 600mm wide 
sections so they can easily be separated and laid between stud 
wall battens or floor joists, which are typically placed at 600mm 
centres. It is a non-combustible mineral wool manufactured 
with Knauf’s Ecose technology, offering a lower price point 
than acoustic slabs as well as several environmental benefits.

A1 Fire Rating

Sound ProofingEarthwool Acoustic Roll stocked in:

THICKNESS SQUARE METER PRODUCT CODE

100mm 11m² 2800616

50mm 15.6m² 2800622

Rockwool Sound Slab stocked in:

DIMENSIONS SQUARE METER PRODUCT CODE

50 x 600 x 1200mm 8.64m² 2905102

100 x 600 x 1200mm 4.32m² 2905104

100 x 400 x 1200mm 2.88m² 2905105

Use for: Internal walls, separating floors, internal floors
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Xtratherm Thin-R stocked in:
DIMENSIONS PRODUCT CODE

2400 x 1200 x 37.5mm 2907444

2400 x 1200 x 52.5mm 2907450

2400 x 1200 x 62.5mm 2907454

Use for: Masonry cavity walls

KNAUF DRI-THERM CAVITY SLABS
Dri-Therm cavity slabs are a non-combustible glass mineral wool slab 
incorporating the environmentally friendly Knauf’s Ecose technology 
and a water repellent additive.

As well as top-class thermal performance, Dri-Therm is sized to fit 
between wall ties without the need for retaining discs, reducing cost 
and saving time on site.

Dri-Therm 32 Ultimate offers the best thermal efficiency, the slightly 
higher price brings long-term savings. All new build homes should be 
specified with Dritherm 32. 

Dri-Therm 37 Standard is mainly used in extensions. It offers a lower thermal 
performance but retains the water repellent additive and A1 fire rating. 

XTRATHERM CAVITY WALL BOARD
Buildbase also supplies Xtratherm’s Thin-R Partial Fill Cavity Wall XT/CW 
boards, which thanks to tongue and grooved joints, ensure insulation 
continuity and minimisation of thermal bridging. These boards are foil-
faced polyisocyanurate (PIR) insulation and so are quite robust for easy 
handling on site and can be simply slotted in during construction then 
fixed into place.

Designed for use in traditional masonry walls and maintains 
a residual cavity, offering protection from wind driven rain. 
A full-fill board is also available to order.

BETTER 
RANGE, 
MORE 
STOCK

Water Resistant

A1 Fire Rating

Thermal
Ultimate 32 stocked in: Standard 37 stocked in:
THICKNESS SQUARE 

METER
PRODUCT 
CODE

THICKNESS SQUARE 
METER

PRODUCT 
CODE

100mm 3.28m² 2800656 50mm 6.55m² 2800716

125mm 2.18m² 2800718 75mm 4.37m² 2800712

150mm 2.18m² 2800657 85mm 4.37m² 2800710

100mm 6.55m² 2800638

Use for: Masonry cavity walls 125mm 3.28m² 2800706
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The versatile OmniFit roof, floor and wall insulation from Knauf is 
ideal for large jobs and buying in bulk. OmniFit offers the same 
thermal resistance as the premium Earthwool Loft Roll 40, but also 
boasts soundproofing qualities comparable to the performance of 
the Earthwool Acoustic Roll. 

OmniFit Slab is more rigid than OmniFit Roll and can simply be lifted 
into place where it will hold its shape. This makes the product ideal 
for pitched roofs when insulating between rafters, timber frame 
and steel frame walls as well as internal stud walls and suspended, 
internal or separating floors. Slabs have a slightly better thermal 
performance than rolls due to the increased density.

A1 FIRE RATED
THERMAL 
EFFICIENCY
SOUNDPROOFING 
QUALITIES

Water ResistantA1 Fire RatingThermal

OmniFit Roll stocked in: OmniFit Slab stocked in:
THICKNESS SQUARE 

METER
PRODUCT 
CODE

DIMENSIONS SQUARE 
METER

PRODUCT 
CODE

100mm 8.16m² 2801048 50 x 600mm 8.64m² 2801042

70 x 600mm 5.76m² 2801040200mm 4.08m² 2801046

100 x 400mm 2.88m² 2801044Use OmniFit Roll for: 
Internal walls, pitched roofs at 
ceiling level, suspended timber 
floors, separating floors, 
internal floors, suspended 
timber ground floors

100 x 600mm 4.32m² 2801038

Use OmniFit Slab for: Pitched roof 
at rafter level, timber frame walls, 
light steel frame walls, internal walls, 
separating floors, internal floors

Sound Proofing
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JABLITE 
JABFLOOR INSULATION
Jablite Jabfloor insulation boards are also 
available. This flooring insulation board 
can be used in a number of applications 
to achieve required U-values including 
below ground supported slab, and above 
slab but below chipboard or screed.

SUPERQUILT INSULATION
SuperQuilt from YBS Insulation provides 
thermal insulation in a 40mm thin, flexible 
multi-layer membrane insulation for use 
in roofs, walls and floors. Weighing just 
800g/m², this insulation can simply be 
stapled in position. In a roof application 
an R-Value of 2.50m²kW is achieved, in 
walls 3.00m²kW and in floors 4.45m²kW.

At Buildbase we also have access to a wider range of insulation 
products suitable for specific applications. If you need a specific 
insulation, product or size, let us know in branch and we will 
work with our suppliers to find it for you or identify a suitable 
equivalent product.

Other specialist insulation items:
  Earthwool Masonry or Timber Party Wall Slabs
  Earthwool Rafter Rolls
  Earthwool FrameTherm and SteelTherm Rolls

Contact your local branch team to discuss anything you need. CONTACT US WITH 
ANY INSULATION 

ENQUIRY

Jabfloor 70G stocked in: SuperQuilt stocked in:
THICKNESS PRODUCT 

CODE
DIMENSIONS PRODUCT 

CODE

25mm 2800518 1.5m x 40mm x 10m
rolls

2905168

75mm 2800516

50mm 2906304 75mm x 50m 
insulation jointing tape

2908002

100mm 2906310
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at www.buildbase.co.uk

Buy Online




